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I am very grateful to the PG Trust for helping support me while I embarked on further training
in Garden Design in 2018. I was in a role as Glasshouse Supervisor at St Andrews Botanic
Garden, already having an honours degree in Horticulture with Plantsmanship from the Royal
Botanic Garden in Edinburgh/SRUC. Following two years working at Highgrove I had spent a
wonderful year at Longwood Gardens in the USA. This is America’s top public garden where
I undertook international horticultural training which inspired me to bring their design standards
into my work renovating 13 glasshouses at St Andrews Botanic Garden. I began to consider
studying for the RBGE Diploma in Garden Design and started it in January 2018. The course
involved 18 weekends studying in Edinburgh and the tutor was award winning garden designer
Pip Roberts and there were 14 students on the course. I applied to PG Trust to help me fund
travel expenses and bed & breakfast accommodation and secured a grant of £850. This
meant a lot to me at the time and I asked for a portion to be refunded when I took up the post
of Herbaceous Supervisor at RBGE in July 2018 and could live nearer my workplace in
Edinburgh.
In December 2018 I was thrilled when my design was selected to be built as part of the course
by all the students at Gardening Scotland in June 2019. It was a lot of hard work, but also fun
on top of the day job and gave me real insight into the practicalities of bringing a design to life,
on time, within a limited budget and gaining further sponsorship. I documented the design
and promoted it using social media and we were all thrilled when the Coffee Show Garden
won not only Gold, but also Best in Show and People’s Choice awards.
The Coffee Garden | Thecoffeegarden (wixsite.com)
That year I had also begun a small presenting role with BBC Scotland’s long standing
gardening programme called The Beechgrove and was even filmed promoting the garden!
BBC Scotland - Beechgrove, 2019, Kirsty shines at Gardening Scotland

I went on to graduate in September 2019
with Distinction but sadly missed my
graduation ceremony because by that time
my boss had sent me on my first seed
collecting expedition to Yunnan in China.
Part of my job involves renovating the
Chinese Hillside and other areas of the
garden so my skills have been put to good
use already in my workplace. My bosses
were so thrilled with the Coffee Garden
success that they asked me to lead on an
indoor design for RHS Chelsea in 2020 for
RBGE’s 350th anniversary celebrations. It
was fortunate that I got to China in 2019
because sadly by March 2020 the whole
world was hit by the Coronavirus pandemic
and Chelsea 2020 cancelled. I am still
working on the design and hope to take it to
RHS Chelsea in May 2021.
I want to thank PG Trust for funding me and
believing in me. It is good to push yourself
forward and gain new qualifications and
you just never know in horticulture where
these skills will take you in the future.
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